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1 Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

Nature serves as inspiration for scientists in all disciplines and computer science
is, certainly, no exception. The reverse direction, that of applying studies in com-
puter science to improve our understanding of biological organisms, is currently
dominated by the field of bioinformatics. A natural question to be asked is thus
the following: how can we apply our knowledge in other aspects of computer
science to enhance the study of biology? This direction of research may become
particularly fruitful in the context of distributed computing, since indeed, bio-
logical systems are distributed in nature (e.g., cells are composed of proteins,
organs of cells, populations of organisms and so on).

It is important to note that distributed computing is traditionally studied
from an engineering and technological point of view where the focus is on the de-
sign of e�cient algorithms to solve well defined problems. Analyzing algorithms
as used in the biological world requires a di↵erent point of view, since the setting
is usually unknown, as are the details of the algorithm and even the problem that
it aims at solving. Hence, the adaptation of ideas from theoretical distributed
computing to biological systems is highly non-trivial and requires a delicate and
careful treatment. In many cases, such a study would require a collaboration
between biologists that empirically investigate the phenomena, and computer
science theoreticians who analyze it. The hope is that despite their enormous
complexity, some aspects of biological systems can still be captured by relatively
simple abstract models which can be analyzed using distributed computing tech-
niques. In this case, the potential benefit of this direction of research would be
huge, not only in terms of understanding large biological systems but also in
enriching the scope of theoretical distributed computing.

The synergy between distributed computing and experimental biology is be-
ing tightened by methodological advances on both sides. On the distributed
computing side, the last twenty years have been very fruitful in terms of ad-
vancing our fundamental understanding on topics such as dynamic networks,
mobile agents, population protocols, and network computing in general. These
advances may indicate that the field of distributed computing has reached the
maturity level of being useful also for the context of understanding large bi-
ological systems. Since distributed computing addresses the relations between
the single entity and the group from the theoretical perspective, experimentally,
there is a need to simultaneously probe these two scales. Indeed, from the bi-
ological side, the main experimental challenge lies in being able to follow large
numbers of identified individuals within behaving populations. The sheer size
of these ensembles has, for many years, made this a formidable task. However
several technological advances, and above all the huge increase in the availability
of computing power, have brought this goal to within our reach.



1.2 Recent technological advances in experimental biology

Examples for the observation of large population are numerous and span various
methodologies and biological systems. Fluorescence tagging methods provide de-
tailed information of the internal state of cells in terms of both protein levels
and fast phosphorylation dynamics. Coupled with microscopy or FACS measure-
ments systems, fluorescence can be used to simultaneously and quantitatively
measure ten or more such di↵erent internal variables over populations of mil-
lions of cells [27]. A second example comes from the field of neuroscience where
there has been a growing emphasis on recording from large neuron populations
of behaving animals. The relevant techniques include light-weight tetrodes and
multi-electrode arrays [53] as well as the use of activity sensitive fluorescent pro-
teins [10]. Cooperating biological individuals often engage in collective motions.
The availability of high-resolution cameras and strong computers together with
image processing analysis make these movements tractable. Here, too, examples
are many ranging from immune cells moving within the body [29], cells within
growing plants [45], birds in flocks [7], fish in schools, and ants within their
colonies. Recent tagging technology has been applied to allow for long-term in-
dividual tracking of all members within a group (see Figure 1 and [42]). Another
interesting example lies in the ability to measure and quantify population hetero-
geneity and specifically map the spread of behavioral thresholds of individuals
to di↵erent stimuli [42, 55].

Fig. 1. A. a photo of a tagged carpenter ant worker. B. walking trajectories obtained
from automatically tracking tagged ants.

Tracking all individuals within a group leads to the accumulation of huge
data sets. On the one hand, this detailed provides us with the rich and detailed
information that is required to test theoretical hypothesis. On the other hand,
enormous datasets are di�cult to manage towards the extraction of relevant
information. This challenge has sparked the development of high-throughput
automated ethonomics [8].



Experimental manipulations o↵er a great tool towards deciphering the data
we collect and deciding between alternative hypotheses. Traditionally, such ma-
nipulations were administered at the level of the group. More recently, several
methodologies for manipulating specific individuals within the group have been
described. The most striking example is probability the ability to excite neurons
by directed illumination which has opened up the field of opto-genetics [10] .
Automated manipulation of the trajectories of specific individuals within groups
have been demonstrated both in the context of fish and ant colonies [43].

1.3 Bringing the two disciplines closer

Many fields have contributed to biology but we believe distributed computing
can bring a new and fresh perspective. To elaborate more on that, we first discuss
an interesting di↵erence in the way the notion of a model is typically perceived by
natural scientists and by computer scientists. In a sense, when it comes to settings
that involve multiple individual entities (e.g., network processors, mobile agents,
sensors, robots, etc.), computer scientists distinguish the model (sometimes called
also setting), which includes a description of the environment and the restricted
capabilities of the individuals, from the algorithm, which includes the course of
actions which individuals follow. In a way, this corresponds to the distinction
between hardware and software. For example, the topological space in which
entities operate as well as their memory capacity are considered to be part of
the model, and the particular way in which the entities utilize their memory is
part of their algorithm. In contrast, researchers in the natural sciences typically
do not make this distinction and treat all these components together as part of
the model. We believe that the point of view which makes a distinction between
the model and the algorithm can benefit the study of natural phenomena for
several reasons.

Although life is highly plastic and evolvable one can still make distinctions
between factors that constrain a living system and courses of actions that may
be employed within such constrains. A simple example involves physical con-
straints such as quantum shot noise that defines a lower bound for any light
perception be it biological [6] or artificial. Other examples are more subtle and
include the distinction between the di↵erent time scales inherent to an evolution-
ary process. One can clearly classify slow evolving features as constraints within
which fast evolving can be tuned [30]. Similarly, evolution is not a reversible
process so that historical evolutionary decisions may constrain organisms for
prolonged periods of times, this may even lead to evolutionary traps [44] which
may be perilous for species survival. These internal “hardware” constraints to-
gether with environmental constraints are analogous to the computer scientific
“model”. Faster evolving parameters as well as actual cognitive, behavioral deci-
sions are analogous to an “algorithm”. We therefore believe that the distinction
between these two terms promises a novel and relevant perspectives which can
benefit the biological sciences. Theoretical computer science, and theoretical dis-
tributed computing in particular, can contribute in this direction.



Recently, several works have utilized methods from distributed computing to
improve our understanding of biological systems . It is our belief, however, that
all current achievements are very preliminary, and that this direction of research
is still making its first steps. Indeed, one important issue to note in this respect,
is that, currently, all corresponding works su↵er from an (arguably inherent) gap
between the analyzed setting and the “real setting”, that is, the one apparent in
nature. In each particular case, bridging this gap (or even just slightly reducing
it), is a challenging task that must be a combined e↵ort of both field biologists
and theoreticians.

In this review, we describe four paradigms that aim to incorporate distributed
computing with biological phenomena. In the following sections, we shall discuss
the paradigms in detail, list current results, explain their potential impact on
biology, and suggest future research directions. The four paradigms are divided
according to the extent in which the model or the algorithm are assumed to
be “known” (or “given”). That is, even though the biological setting is never,
actually, known; assumptions regarding the model or algorithm can actually
facilitate di↵erent lines of investigation.

1.4 The four paradigms

Before dwelling into the details, let us first list the paradigms and discuss them
briefly. The paradigms are segregated using the distinction between model and
algorithm as described above. At this point we would like to stress that our
classification of papers into the four paradigms below is, to some extent, (as
many other classifications) a matter of opinion, or interpretation.

1. “Unknown” algorithm and “unknown” model. Here, both the model
and the algorithm are, mostly, absent, and two approaches have been con-
sidered to handle this complex situation.
(a) Surmising. This classical approach aims at understanding some par-

ticular phenomena that has been empirically observed. The approach
involves coming up with (somewhat informed) guesses regarding both
the model and the algorithm, together with their analysis. The assumed
model and algorithm typically do not claim to represent reality accu-
rately, but rather to reflect some aspects of the real setting. The dis-
tributed computing experience would come handy for allowing the guess-
ing of more involved and e�cient algorithms and for enhancing their rig-
orous analysis. This type of study was conducted recently by Afek et al.
[2] concerning the fly’s brain, where the phenomena observed was that a
variant of the Minimum Independent Set (MIS) problem is solved during
the nervous system development of the fly.

(b) Finding dependencies between parameters. This new paradigm
aims at obtaining knowledge regarding the model by connecting it to
the output of the algorithm, which is typically more accessible exper-
imentally. The paradigm is composed of three stages. The first stage



consists of finding an abstract setting that can be realizable in an exper-
iment, parameterized by an unknown parameter a (e.g., the parameter
can be the number of possible states that entities can possibly possess).
The second stage involves analyzing the model and obtaining theoretical
tradeo↵s between the parameter a and the performance e�ciency of the
algorithm; the tradeo↵s are obtained using techniques that are typically
associated with distributed computing. Finally, the third stage consists
of conducting suitable experiments and measuring the actual e�ciency
of the biological system. The idea is, that using the tradeo↵s and the ex-
perimental results on the e�ciency of the algorithm, one would be able
to deduce information (e.g., bounds) regarding the parameter a. A first
step to demonstrate this paradigm was recently made by the authors of
this review [20], in the context of foraging strategies of ants.

2. “Known” algorithm and “unknown” model. This paradigm corre-
sponds to the situation in which the algorithm is already fairly understood,
and the challenge is to find a simple and abstract setting that, on the one
hand, somehow captures some essence of the “real” setting, and, on the other
hand, complies well with the given algorithm to explain some empirically ob-
served phenomena. We are not aware of any work in the framework of biology
where this paradigm was employed. However, the work of Kleinberg [31] on
small world phenomena can serve as an example for this paradigm within
the context of sociology.

3. “Unknown” algorithm and “known” model. In the context of large
biological ensembles, this paradigm fixes an abstract model consisting of
multiple processors (either mobile, passively mobile, or stationary) operating
in a given setting. Two approaches are considered.

(a) Complexity analysis. Here, the complexity of the abstract model is
analyzed, aiming at bounding the power of computation of the proces-
sors as a group. In all cases studied so far, the model seems to represent
a very high level abstraction of reality, and the resulting computational
power is typically very strong. Furthermore, known complexity results
are obtained on models that seem too far from reality to be realized
in experiments. Hence, this line of research currently not only does not
involve experimental work, but also does not seem to be related to such
experiments in the near future. As the focus of this review is on con-
nections between theoretical work in distributed computing and exper-
imental work in biology, we decided to only briefly discuss this line of
research in this review.

(b) Guessing an algorithm. Here, again, the aim is to provide an explana-
tion to some observed phenomena. The model is given to the researchers,
and the goal is to come up with a simple algorithm whose analysis com-
plies with the phenomena. For example, Bruckstein [9] aims at explaining
the phenomena in which ant trails seem to be relatively straight. The
paper relies on a fairly reasonable model, in which ants can see their
nearest neighbors, all ants walk in one direction and in the same speed.



Then the paper contributes by providing an algorithm whose outcome
is straight lines.

4. “Known” algorithm and “known” model. This paradigm assumes a
model and algorithm that have been substantiated to some extent by empir-
ical findings. The e�ciency of the algorithm is then theoretically analyzed,
as is, with the goal of obtaining further insight into system function. The
corresponding study is currently very limited: to the best of our knowledge,
its merely contains works analyzing bird flocking algorithms.

1.5 Other related work

Computer science and biology have enjoyed a long and productive relationship
for several decades. One aspect of this relationship concerns the field of bioin-
formatics, which utilizes computer science paradigms to retrieve and analyze
biological data, such as nucleic acid and protein sequences. The field of natural
computing is another aspect of this relationship; this field brings together nature
and computing to encompass three classes of methods: (1) simulating natural
patterns and behaviors in computers, (2) potentially designing novel types of
computers, and (3) developing new problem-solving techniques. (For detailed
reviews, see e.g., [11, 33, 40].)

The motivation for the latter class of methods is to provide alternative so-
lutions to problems that could not be (satisfactorily) resolved by other, more
traditional, techniques. This direction of research is termed bio-inspired com-
puting or biologically motivated computing [12, ?], or computing with biological
metaphors [50]. Swarm intelligence, for instance, refers to the design of algo-
rithms or distributed problem-solving devices inspired by the collective behavior
of social insects and other animal societies. This sort of work is inspired by bi-
ology but not bound by biology, that is, it doesn’t have to remain true in the
biology context. Examples of this approach can be found, e.g., in the book by
Dorigo and Stutzle [16] which describes computer algorithms inspired by ant
behavior, and particularly, the ability to find what computer scientists would
call shortest paths. Another example of this approach comes in the context of
applications to robotics. Swarm robotics, for example, refers to the coordination
of multi-robot systems consisting of large numbers of mostly simple physical
robots [17].

The reverse direction, that of applying ideas from theoretical computer sci-
ence to improve our understanding of biological phenomena, has received much
less attention in the literature, but has started to emerge in recent years, from
di↵erent perspectives. An example for such an attempt is the work of Valiant
[51] that introduced a computational model of evolution and suggested that Dar-
winian evolution be studied in the framework of computational learning theory.
Several other works (which are discussed in the following sections) took this di-
rection by applying algorithmic ideas from the field of distributed computing to
the context of large and complex biological ensembles.

At this point, we would like to note that in several works both directions
of research co-exist. However, since the topic of this review focuses on implying



ideas from distributed computing to biology, then, when discussing particular
works, we shall focus our attention on this direction of research and typically
ignore the bio-inspired one.

2 “Unknown” model and “unknown” algorithm

This paradigm corresponds to the situation in which both model and algorithm
are, to some extent, absent. Roughly speaking, two approaches have been con-
sidered to handle this complex situation. The first approach is classical in the
context of science. It concerns the understanding of a particular phenomena that
has been observed experimentally, and consists in guessing both a model and an
algorithm to fit the given phenomena. The second approach aims at improving
our understanding of the connections between model and/or algorithmic param-
eters, and to reduce the parameter space by finding dependencies between pa-
rameters. Furthermore, when coupled with suitable experiments, this approach
can be used to obtain bounds on parameters; which may be very di�cult to
obtain otherwise. Let us first describe the more classical approach.

2.1 Surmising

This approach concerns a particular phenomena that has been observed empir-
ically. After some preprocessing stage, consisting of high level observations and
some data-analysis, the main goal is to come up with (informed) guesses for both
a model and an algorithm to fit the given phenomena. In other words, the model
and algorithm are tailored to the particular phenomena. Note that this guessing
approach is hardly new in biology, and in fact, it is one of the more common
ones. However, it is far less common to obtain such guesses using the types of
reasoning that are typically associated with distributed computing. Indeed, the
distributed computing experience would come handy here for two main reasons:
(1) for allowing the guessing of more involved e�cient algorithms and (2) for
enhancing their rigorous analysis. This was the case in the recent study by Afek
et al. [2] concerning the fly’s brain, where the phenomena observed was that a
variant of the Minimum Independent Set (MIS) problem is solved during the
development of the nervous system of the fly.

MIS on the fly: Informally, the classical Maximal Independent Set (MIS) prob-
lem aims at electing a set of leaders in a graph such that all other nodes in the
graph are connected to a member of the MIS and no two MIS members are con-
nected to each other. This problem has been studied extensively for more than
twenty years in the distributed computing community. Very recently, Afek et al.
[2] observed that a variant of the distributed MIS problem is solved during the
development of the fly’s nervous system. More specifically, during this process,
some cells in the pre-neural clusters become Sensory Organ Precursor (SOP)
cells. The outcome of this process guarantees that each cell is either an SOP or
directly connected to an SOP and no two SOPs are connected. This is similar



to the requirements of MIS. However, the solution used by the fly appears to
be quite di↵erent from previous algorithms suggested for this task. This may
be due to the limited computational power of cells as compared to what is as-
sumed for processors in traditional computer science solutions. In particular, in
the ”fly’s solution”, the cells could not rely on long and complex messages or on
information regarding the number of neighbors they have.

Afek at al. suggested an abstract (relatively restrictive) model of computation
that captures some essence of the setting in which flies solve the SOP selection
problem. For this abstract model, the authors were able to develop a new MIS
algorithm that does not use any knowledge about the number of neighbors a
node has. Instead, with probability that increases exponentially over time, each
node that has not already been connected to an MIS node proposes itself as an
MIS node. While the original algorithm of Afek et al [2] requires that nodes know
an upper bound on the total number of nodes in the network, a new version of
this algorithm [1] removes this requirement.

The algorithms in [1, 2] are motivated by applications to computer networks,
and hence primeraly follow the bio-inspired approach. Nevertheless, it is interest-
ing to note that some aspects of these algorithms are consistent with empirical
observations. Indeed, in [2] the authors used microscopy experiments to follow
SOP selection in developing flies, and discovered that a stochastic feedback pro-
cess, in which selection probability increases as a function of time, provides a
good match to the experimental results; such a stochastic feedback process is
also evident in the corresponding algorithms. Hence, these works also follow the
direction of research which is the topic of this review.

2.2 Finding dependencies between parameters

In contrast to the previous approach, this approach does not focus on under-
standing a particular phenomena, but instead aims at understanding the un-
derlying connections between the model and/or algorithm ingredients. Indeed,
a common problem, when studying a biological system is the complexity of the
system and the huge number of parameters involved. Finding ways of reduc-
ing the parameter space is thus of great importance. One approach is to divide
the parameter space into critical and non-critical directions where changes in
non-critical parameters do not a↵ect overall system behavior [22, 26]. Another
approach, which is typically utilized in physics, would be to define theoretical
bounds on system performance and use them to find dependencies between dif-
ferent parameters. This approach may be particularly interesting in the case
where tradeo↵s are found between parameters that are relatively easy to mea-
sure experimentally and others that are not. Indeed, in this case, using such
tradeo↵s, relatively easy measurements of the “simple parameters” would allow
us to obtain non-trivial bounds on the “di�cult parameters”. Note that such
theoretical tradeo↵s are expected to depend highly on the setting, which is by
itself di�cult to understand.

Very recently, a first step in the direction of applying this approach has
been established by the authors of this review, based on ideas from theoretical



distributed computing [20]. That work considers the context of central place
foraging, such as performed by ants around their next. The particular theoretical
setting, involving mobile probabilistic agents (e.g., ants) that search for food
items about a source node (e.g., the nest) was introduced in [21] and has two
important advantages. On the one hand, this setting (or, perhaps, a similar
one) is natural enough to be experimentally captured, and on the other hand,
it is su�ciently simple to be analyzed theoretically. Indeed, in [20] we establish
tradeo↵s between the time to perform the task and the amount of memory (or,
alternatively, the number of internal states) used by agents to perform the task.
Whereas the time to perform the task is relatively easy to measure, the number
of internal states of ants (assuming they act similarly to robots) is very di�cult
to empirically evaluate directly.

As mentioned in [20], the natural candidates to test this paradigm on would
be desert ants of the genus Cataglyphys and the honeybees Apis mellifera. These
species seem to possess many of the individual skills required for the behavioral
patterns that are utilized in the corresponding upper bounds in [20, ?], and hence
are expected to be time e�cient.

It is important to note that it is not claimed that the setting proposed in
[20] precisely captures the framework in which these species perform search (al-
though it does constitute a good first approximation to it). Indeed, it is not un-
reasonable to assume that a careful inspection of these species in nature would
reveal a somewhat di↵erent framework and would require the formulation of
similar suitable theoretical memory bounds. Finding the “correct” framework
and corresponding tradeo↵s is left for future work. Once these are established,
combining the memory lower bounds with experimental measurements of search
speed with varying numbers of searchers would then provide quantitative evi-
dence regarding the number of memory bits (or, alternatively, the number of
states) used by ants. Furthermore, these memory bits must mainly be used by
ants to assess their own group size prior to the search. Hence, such a result would
provide insight regarding the ants’ quorum sensing process inside the nest.

3 “Known” algorithm and “unknown” model

This paradigm corresponds to the situation in which the algorithm is already
fairly understood, and the challenge is to find a simple and abstract model that,
on the one hand, somehow captures some essence of the “real” setting, and, on
the other hand, complies well with the given algorithm to explain some empiri-
cally observed phenomena. Although this paradigm could be applied within the
framework of biology we are not aware of any such work. Nevertheless, to clarify
the usefulness of this paradigm, we describe works on small world phenomena
and their applicability to sociology.

Small world phenomena: It is long known that most people in social networks are
linked by short chains of acquaintances. The famous “six degrees of separation”
experiment by Milgram [38] implied not only that there are short chains between



individuals, but also that people are good at finding those chains. Indeed, indi-
viduals operating with only local information are expected to find these chains
by using the simple greedy algorithm. Kleinberg [31] investigated this small world
phenomena from a distributed computing point of view, and came up with an
extremely simple abstract model that, on the one hand, somehow captures some
essence of the “real” setting, and, on the other hand, complies well with a greedy
algorithm to explain the small world phenomena.

The model consists of a two-dimensional grid topology augmented with long-
range connections, where the probability Pr(x, y) of a connecting node x with a
node y is some (inverse proportional) function of their lattice distance d(x, y),
that is, Pr(x, y) ⇡ 1/d(x, y)↵, for some parameter ↵. This abstract model does
seem to represent some essence of social networks, where it is reasonable to
assume that each person has several immediate acquaintances and fewer “long
range acquaintance”, and that it is less likely to have a long range acquaintance
if this acquaintance is “far away” (in some sense). Kleinberg [31] then studied
distributed greedy algorithms that resemble the one used by Milgram: for trans-
mitting a message, at each step, the holder of the message must pass it across
one of its (either short or long range) connections, leading to one who minimizes
the distance to the destination. Crucially, this current holder does not know the
long range connections of other nodes. The algorithm is evaluated by its ex-
pected delivery time, which represents the expected number of steps needed to
forward a message between a random source and target in a network generated
according to the model. It turns out that when the long-range connections follow
an inverse-square distribution, i.e., the case ↵ = 2, the expected time to deliver
a message is small: polylogarithmic in the number of nodes. The setting was fur-
ther analyzed proving that the exponent ↵ = 2 for the long range distribution
is the only exponent at which any distributed algorithm on the grid can achieve
a polylogarithmic time delivery.

Following [31], several other works investigated extensions of this model, in
what has become a whole area of research (see [23] for a survey). In particular,
Fraigniaud and Giakkoupis proved [24] that all networks are smallworldizable,
in the sense that, for any network G, there is a natural way to augment G with
long-range links, so that (a minor variant of) greedy routing performs in 2

p
log n

steps. Before, [25] proved that this bound is essentially the best that you can
expect in arbitrary networks. In addition, Chaintreau et al. [14] studied how the
Kleinberg’s harmonic distribution of the long-range links could emerge naturally
from a decentralized process. It appears that if individuals move at random and
tend to forget their contact along with time, then we end up with connections
between individuals that are distributed harmonically, as in Kleinberg’s paper.

4 “Unknown” algorithm and “known” model

In the context of large biological ensembles, this paradigm fixes an abstract
model consisting of multiple processors (either mobile, passively mobile, or sta-
tionary). Two approaches are considered. The first approach analyzes the com-



putational power of such models, and the second suggests simple algorithms that
can potentially operate within model constraints and explain known phenomena.

4.1 Computational aspects

The fundamental question of what can be computed by biological systems is
fascinating. One of the aspects of this question concerns, for example, the com-
putational power of ants. It is quite evident that the computational abilities of
the human brain are much more impressive than those of a typical ant colony,
at least in some respects. A basic philosophical question is whether this com-
putational gap is a consequence of the di↵erent physical settings (e.g., in the
case of ants, this includes the physical organization of ants and their individual
limitations), or because it was simply not developed by evolution as it wasn’t
necessary for survival. To put it more simply: is the reason that an ant colony is
not as smart as a human brain because it cannot be or because it doesn’t need
to be?

While we are very far away from answering such a question, some very initial
steps have been taken in this direction. Various abstract models which loosely
represent certain settings in nature are suggested and their computational power
is analyzed. Broadly speaking, in all such previous works, the analyzed model
appears to be very strong, and is often compared to a Turing machine. It is
important to note, however, that, as a generalization, the motivations for some
of the suggested models in the literature come only partially from biology, and
are a↵ected equally by sensor networks and robotics applications. Indeed, in all
cases studied so far, the model seems to represent a very high level abstraction of
reality, and in particular, seems too far from reality to be realized in experiments.
Hence, this line of research currently not only does not involve experimental
work, but also does not seem to be related to such experiments in the near
future. As the focus of this review is on connections between theoretical work
in distributed computing and experimental work in biology, we decided to only
briefly discuss corresponding computational results.

Population protocols: The abstract model of population protocols, introduced by
Angluin et al. [3], was originally intending to capture abstract features of com-
putations made by tiny processes such as sensors, but it was observed also that
it may be useful for modeling the propagation of diseases and rumors in human
populations as well as stochastically interacting molecules. The question of what
can be computed by population protocols has been studied quite thoroughly.
Specifically, perhaps the main result in the setting of population protocols is
that the set of computable predicates under a “fair” adversary is either exactly
equal to or closely related to the set of semilinear predicates [4]. The model was
shown to be much more powerful under a (uniform) random scheduler, as it can
simulate a register machine. For a good survey of population protocols, refer
to [5].

A related model was studied by Lachmann and Sella [34], which is inspired
by task switching of ants in a colony. The model consists of a system composed



of identical agents, where each agent has a finite number of internal states. The
agent’s internal state may change either by interaction with the environment or
by interaction with another agent. Analyzing the model’s dynamics, the authors
prove it to be computationally complete. A result in a similar flavor was obtained
by Sole and Delgado [49].

Ant robotics: Ant robotics is a special case of swarm robotics, in which the robots
can communicate via markings [54]. This model is inspired by some species of
ants that lay and follow pheromone trails. Recently, Shiloni at el. showed that
a single ant robot (modeled as finite state machine) can simulate the execution
of any arbitrary Turing machine [46]. This proved that a single ant robot, using
pheromones, can execute arbitrarily complex single-robot algorithms. However,
the result does not hold for N robots.

Hopfield model: The celebrated Hopfield model [28] uses intuition from the field
of statistical mechanics and neuroscience to provide intuition for associative
memory in the brain. The model includes a learning stage at which a large
number of distributed memories are imprinted onto a neuronal network. This
is achieved by a very simple learning algorithm that fine tunes the connections
(synapses) between the neurons. Once the memories are set, they can be retrieved
by employing simple dynamics which is inspired by actual neuronal dynamics.
Namely, neurons are modeled to be in one of two states as inspired by the all-
or-none nature of action potentials; Second, neuronal dynamics are governed by
local threshold computations as inspired by the actual physiological membrane
thresholds. Formed memories are associative in the sense that partial memories
are enough to reconstruct the full ones. The model was shown to be highly robust
to failures such as connection, or neuronal deletions. Further, it has been proven,
that this model for neuronal networks is computationally complete [47].

The Hopfield model is not only biologically inspired but also inspires biolo-
gists. It would be fair to say, that much of our intuition for distributed informa-
tion storage and associative memories in the brain derives from this model. On
the other hand, the Hopfield model is very far from being biologically accurate
and as such it is not as useful as one might expect in the modeling of actual
micro-circuits in the brain.

Distributed computing on fixed networks with simple processors: Recently, Emek
et al. [18] introduced a new relaxation of the Beeping model from [1, 2], where
the computational power of each processor is extremely weak and is based on
thresholds. Despite the weak restrictions of the model, the authors show that
some of the classical distributed computing problems (e.g., MIS, coloring, max-
imal matching) can still be solved somewhat e�ciently. This shows that the
power computation of such a model is high, at least by judging it from the point
of view of tasks typically associated with computer networks.



4.2 Guessing an algorithm

Here, again, the goal is to provide an explanation to some observed phenomena.
The model is given to the researchers, and the goal is to come up with a simple
algorithm whose analysis complies with the phenomena. For example, Bruckstein
[9] aims at explaining the phenomena in which ant trails seem to be relatively
straight. The paper relies on a fairly reasonable model, in which ants walking
from their nest towards a food source initially follow a random, convoluted path
laid by the first ant to find the food. The model further includes the reasonable
assumption that an ant on the trail can see other ants in its proximity. The paper
goes on to suggest a simple algorithm in which each ant continuously orients her
direction toward the ant walking directly in front of her. It is shown that this
algorithm results in a “corner-cutting” process by which the ant trail quickly
converges to the shortest distance line connecting the nest and the food source.

5 “Known” algorithm and “known” model

This paradigm concerns the analysis of specific algorithms operating in partic-
ular given models. The corresponding study currently includes works on bird
flocking algorithms. In these cases, the specific algorithms and models studied
are supported by some empirical evidence, although this evidence is, unfortu-
nately, quite limited. The main objective of this paradigm is to have a better,
more analytical, understanding of the algorithms used in nature. Nevertheless,
potentially, this paradigm can also be used to give some feedback on the valid-
ity of the proposed algorithm. Indeed, on the one hand, some positive evidence
is obtained if the (typically non-trivial) analysis finds the algorithm feasible
and/or explaining a certain phenomena. On the other hand, proving its unfeasi-
bility, e.g., that it requires unreasonable time to be e↵ective, serves as a negative
feedback, which may lead to disqualifying its candidature.

Bird flocking algorithms: The global behavior formed when a group of birds are
foraging or in flight is called flocking. This behavior bares similarities with the
swarming behavior of insects, the shoaling behavior of fish, and herd behavior
of land animals. It is commonly assumed that flocking arises from simple rules
that are followed by individuals and does not involve any central coordination.
Such simple rules are, for example: (a) alignment - steer towards average head-
ing of neighbors, (b) separation - avoid crowding neighbors, and (c) cohesion -
steer towards average position of neighbors (long range attraction). With these
three simple rules, as initially proposed by Reynolds [41], computer simulations
show that the flock moves in a “realistic” way, creating complex motion and in-
teraction. The basic flocking model has been extended in several di↵erent ways
since [41]. Measurements of bird flocking have been established [19] using high-
speed cameras, and a computer analysis has been made to test the simple rules
of flocking mentioned above. Evidence was found that the rules generally hold
true and that the long range attraction rule (cohesion) applies to the nearest



5-10 neighbors of the flocking bird and is independent of the distance of these
neighbors from the bird.

Bird flocking has received considerable attention in the scientific and engi-
neering literature, and was typically viewed through the lens of control theory
and physics. Computer simulations support the intuitive belief that, by repeated
averaging, each bird eventually converges to a fixed speed and heading. This has
been proven theoretically, but how long it takes for the system to converge has
remained an open question until the work of Chazelle [13]. Using tools typically
associated with theoretical computer science, Chazelle analyzed two classical
models that are highly representative of the many variants considered in the
literature, namely: (a) the kinematic model, which is a variant of the classical
Vicsek model [52], and (b) the dynamic model [15]. Chazelle proved an upper
bound on the time to reach steady state, which is extremely high: a tower-of-twos
of height linear in the number of birds. Furthermore, it turns out that this up-
per bound is in fact tight. That is, Chazelle proved that with a particular initial
settings, the expected time to reach steady state is a tower-of-twos of height.

That lower bound is, of course, huge, and no (reasonably large) group of
real birds can a↵ord itself so much time. At first glance, it may seem as if this
result already implies that real birds do not perform the considered algorithms.
However, for such an argument to be more convincing, several assumptions need
to modified to suit better the setting of real birds. The first issue concerns the
notion of convergence. As defined in [13], reaching a steady state, means that the
system no longer changes. Of course, birds are not expected to actually achieve
this goal. It would be interesting in come up and investigate some relaxation
to this notion of convergence, that would correspond better to reality. Second,
it would be interesting to prove lower bounds assuming the “average initial
setting”, rather than the worst case one.

6 More future directions

Generally speaking, the direction of applying ideas from theoretical distributed
computing to biology contexts is currently making its first baby steps. Hence,
this direction is open to a large variety of research attempts. We have described
several research paradigms to proceed in. Particular suggestions for future work
using these paradigms can be found by inspecting some of the examples men-
tioned in the survey by Navlakha and Bar-Joseph [40] on bio-inspired computing.
In particular, as mentioned in [40], two important examples of problems com-
mon to both biological and computational systems are distributed consensus
[36] and synchronization [35, 48]. In biology, consensus has an important role in
coordinating populations. Fish, for instance, must be able to quickly react to
the environment and make collective decisions while constantly being under the
threat of predation. Synchronization is apparent in fireflies that simultaneously
flash [39, 56] and pacemaker cells in the heart [32]. We believe that the vast
literature and advancements concerning synchronization and consensus in the



context of theoretical distributed computing may also be used to enhance the
understanding of corresponding biological phenomena.
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